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SYNTHESE:

La Direction Etudes et Recherches d'Electricite de France est chargee, depuis
1985, du developpement du logiciel MAGIC. Ce code simule la propagation du feu
dans les centrales nucleaires et est utilise dans des etudes de surete. Le programme de
recherche comportait des le depart une activite experimentale consacree a la
combustion des liquides et des cables electriques.

Cette note donne une vue d'ensemble des travaux en cours et presente les
derniers resultats obtenus, notamment sur la combustion des cables. Dans ce domaine,
l'approche adoptee est a triple echelle, et repose sur des mesures de
micro-thermo-gravimetrie, des mesures de calorimetrie a 1'echelle du specimen, et des
essais en grandeur reelle sur des nappes de cables.

(HT-31/98/003/A)



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

Since 1985, The Research and Development Division at Electricite de France
has been in charge, through the development of the software MAGIC, to simulate/the
fire propagation in Nuclear Plants. The research program has included, since its
beginning, an experimental activity dedicated to the combustion of fluids and electrical
cables.

This paper gives an overview of the works in progress and presents the latest
results obtained, in particular in cable combustion. In this field, a three scale approach
has been carried on, based on micro-thermo-gravimetry, calorimetry and real scale
experiments.
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Experimental and modeling studies of fire in compartments
at Electricite De France, Research and Development Division.

B. Gamier
Departement Transferts Thermiques et Aerodynamique

Direction des Etudes et Recherches - EDF
6, quai Watier 78401 Chatou France

INTRODUCTION

Fire constitutes one of the most expensive industrial accidents because of its direct consequences in
regards to the damages but also because of the generated loss of activity. Electricite' de France gives
particular attention to reducing this risk, especially in the nuclear power plants in order to preserve
their safety.

This vigilance is characterized by the teaching and training of the operation crews to fire fighting
[1] and by the installation or the improvement of automatic means of detection and extinction. But
these efforts, to be efficient at a lower cost, must be combined with the plans of the former buildings
and equipment which integrate the risk of fire very early on.

In this context, the digital simulation constitutes an efficient tool that improves the assessment of
the impact of the choice of design, limits the number of tests required by the extrapolation it allows,
states the possible consequences of a development of a fire, and thus reduces the safety margins to be
taken.

The Research and Development Division of Electricite de France has been developing for about
ten years, through the MAGIC software, a modeling program on the propagation of fire in Nuclear
Power Plants. Together with the theoretical and numerical developments in fire propagation, an
experimental approach has been worked out with different French Laboratories to model the
combustion of the potential combustible inside NPP. These potential fuels are mainly limited to the
control and lubricating fluids and electric cables.

This paper gives on overview of the activity in progress in these research fields. After a brief
presentation of the software MAGIC and its applications we present the research program in progress
on combustion, particularly on electrical cables, and the latest results obtained.

GLOBAL MODELING OF FIRE IN COMPARTMENTS

MAGIC : a simple but complete model

MAGIC software is a model of fire in multi-compartment building simulation [2]. Each
compartment (MAGIC can integrate up to 24 communicating compartments) is divided into two areas
that are supposed to be homogeneous : the smoke floating over the fresher air, with a model based on
the classical two-zone representation due to P.H. THOMAS and al [3]. It enables a rapid calculation
providing a good accuracy as shown by the assessment cases mentioned.

The mass and energy balance equations carried out on each area, together with the equation of the
heat diffusion in the walls meshed according to their depth, allow calculation of aerothermal
conditions of the building during the fire.



Specific models based on appropriate experiments characterize the various phenomena
implemented :

- Pyrolysis of the fuel(s) on fire,
- Combustion of the gases produced, depending on combustible properties and available oxygen.
- Smoke and unburned gases production, with properties dependent on the combustible ,
- Thermal plume above each different source in different configurations: circular or linear sources,
at different height, above openings,
- Heat exchange by contact and radiation between the flame, the air, the smoke, the walls and the
surrounding air,
- Air or smoke handling systems,
- Heating of the existing devices to deduct their failure or their ignition.

MAGIC also computes the concentration in oxygen and unburned gas to anticipate the secondary
ignition induced by a sudden input of fresh air. Of course we cannot make here a total presentation of
the MAGIC software, it is up to the reader who is interested to refer to [4] and [5].

An interactive interface of data input and results analysis

Since the purpose of the MAGIC software is the study of parameters, its use must be particularly
easy and rapid. In the same way, the restitution of its results must provide a clear picture of the
indicators that the user wishes to visualize. Therefore, an interactive interface completes the
calculation software [6].

The latest version allows data input with multiple windows integrating a 2 and 3D control graph
display (figure 1). Data bases of thermal characteristics and fuels of the most common materials are
also available. They can be completed by the user according to his own requirements.

The post-processing module gives access to numerous variables such as layer or wall temperature,
concentrations, pressure, flux on target, etc... The data can be exploited with a curve-lines tool which
enable an accurate follow up of the evolution of the fire induced aerothermal conditions. An
animation-module uses a three-dimensional graph animation that offers a general and intuitive
overview of the evolution of the fire (figure 2).

The interface is using topical standards such as XWindows/OSF/MOTIF, object oriented language
C1"1", or 3D PEX graphical library. The software is available on UNIX systems SUN Spark and
HP9000.

A large field of application and qualification

In regards to safety, the validation of the simulation software is a major subject. It is especially true
for fire modeling since the involved phenomena are complex and rare, for which there is very little
operating experience.

This is why the MAGIC software is developed according to a rigorous process of Quality
Assurance including a validation file, based on real-scale well-known experimental data, covering a
large field of potential applications [7].

Figure 3 for example, shows the results obtained with standard conditions on NIST experiments
[8], in which a source of 577 kW from a propylen burner of diam. 0.91 m is used in a four room
building.

In order to complete the validation , comparison with other codes have been recently worked out,
in particular with CEA Flamme-s and NIST CFAST and COMPBRN [9] through a collaboration with
EPRI.

At the moment, the code is mainly used at EDF for the definition and revision of safety rules for
French Nuclear Power Plants. In the last years, it has also been applied to EPS [10], in particular for
ships, in complement of FIVE method [11].

CHARACTERIZATION AND MODELING OF THE POTENTIAL FUELS IN A NUCLEAR POWER

PLANT

The control and lubricant fluids

The control and lubricant fluids constitute in some premises an important mass of inflammable
material. For example, a pump of the Chemical and Volume Control System Circuit of the 1300 MW



French power plant series counts about 280 liters of oil. Moreover they are easily set on fire and
represent a significant fire ignition source.

Therefore we have taken care to characterize them exactly. In particular, we have established the
curves of pyrolysis surface rate for the various sizes of pools (figure 4).

The measured surface rate increases with the pool diameter because of the associated growth of the
flame emissivity. It begins to resemble an asymptote as soon as the flame is large enough to be opaque.

Similarly, we have shown that mass loss rate hardly depends on the smoke temperature for large
pool fires [12]. Only very strong heat fluxes could then modify the rate of oil pyrolysis ( figure 6). The
correlation established on small size cannot be applied to real fires [13] ( figure 5).

To complete this knowledge another important property of oil combustion, the optical
characteristics of smoke, has then been studied (Table 1). A new method, enabling accurate modeling,
has been developed in collaboration with CNRS/LCD (Laboratory of Combustion and Detonics at
Poitiers), based on the specific extinction area concept [14].

Thus we can estimate that, in regards to these fuels, the knowledge obtained enables simulation of
accidental pool fires with sufficient accuracy. It can be stated, for example that the energy release rate
of a fire of MEDIUM DTE oil contained in a 2 m2 tanks as of about 1,5 MW among which 35% is
emitted as radiation. Then it is possible to perform an estimated simulation based on a scenario and the
geometric and aerothermal characteristics of the premises and their equipment.

The electrical cables

Modeling the combustion of cables

The combustion of electrical cables is a much more complex problem, due to three main factors :
- The heterogeneity of the chemical material and the effect of fire retarding,
- The heterogeneous structure of the cable itself, made of different sheathes of material, including

reinforcement,
- The arrangement of the cables in trays, horizontal, vertical or oblique, well-ordered or not, with

different behavior of combustion efficiency and fire spreading according to these conditions.
Real size experiments [15] realized from the eighties at Electricite De France, have shown

important characteristics of the cable tray fires : the low horizontal spreading, the fire of whole upper
cable trays due to their heating by the hot layer.

These first experiments have oriented the research program carried on since then, with the
objective of a efficient modeling of the main phenomena in cable combustion.

Micro-gravimetry

In order to model a complex combustible in a thermal way, one has to take into account four
essential characteristics :

- Pyrolysis rate,
- Net Heating Value (NHV),
- Radiative properties of the flame and smoke,
- oxygen consumption.
Other information are also useful, such as fire-point or flash-point temperature, thermal capacity

and conduction to predict the starting of the fire.

Until now the simulation of cable tray fire has been based on experimental curves of mass rate and
global NHV.

In case of electrical cables, much information has been obtained from Micro Thermo-Gravimetry
Analysis (TGA) concerning the mass loss rate. A model has been developed at CNRS/LCSR
(Laboratory of Combustion and Reagent Systems at Orleans) [16] from the classical formulation :

dt
(1)



where m is the mass of material at t, mf the final mass, A and E the pre-exponential and the
activation energy from Arrhenius law, n the order of the reaction, R the Boltzmann coefficient and T
the temperature of combustible.

From TGA the principal reacting components can be identified and the characteristic coefficient
A, E and n can be deduced for each of them (figure 7). A first idea of the global mass-rate is available
by summing the contributions from the different components.

Knowing the chemical composition of each reacting species, a simple approach could be employed
to mix them and reconstitute the global heat production :

,, (2)

Where NHV is the net heating value obtained for example with a cone-calorimeter, mp the

pyrolysis mass rate, i the index of each chemical species.

Unfortunately, this way of modeling comes up against various difficulties, principally the lack of
information about the chemical components of cable isolation (most of the time not completely
divulged by constructors), the complexity and duration of the analysis, and overall the fact that the
structure effect of the cable cannot be obtained with the micro specimen used in thermo-gravimetry.

The PJTCAIRN -CALORIMETRE test bench

The Thermo-Gravimetric Analysis gave us a good understanding of the chemical phenomena, but a
more specific tool was necessary to approach the dynamic generation of heat and mass loss for real
cables.

Together with the LCSR [17], an unusual calorimeter bench has been designed and built, based on
and improving the principle of the TEW ARSON calorimeter f 18] widely used for the determination of
the combustible properties of materials.

The system called CALORIMETRE EDF/CNRS is based on a 1 m height cylindrical calorimetric
chamber of 23 cm internal diameter, allowing combustion of gases or solids in a controlled
atmosphere. Three different methods are available for Net Heating Rate measurement:

Thermal method:

AHC = QTX-1— (3)

where QT = mK xCpK. X(T, ~Te) + vg X Cpg x(Tg - Ta)l Vmol (4)

with

Te,Ts : output and input temperature of water (K)

To, T a : gas temperature (output) and air temperature (input) (K)

AHC : Heat of Combustion (J.kg'1)

Q j : Total heat release rate (J.s"')

m w : mass flow rate of the water (kg.s" * )

Cpw : specific heat of the water (J.kg'' .K'* )

v g : volume flow rate of gases (m3.h'' )

Cpg : specific heat of the gas (J.mole"* .K"*)

Vmoi : molar volume at theTg temperature for the gas (m .mole"' )

^ comb : speed of combustion of material (kg.s"' )



The Heat of Combustion can also be obtained from the quantity of oxygen consumed , or from the
quantity of carbon dioxide produced :

AHC= °\ ^ (5)
mcnmh

mrn xQn xsvr
Or Affc= C0; ^ (6)

mcomb

With

mOi : speed of consumption of oxygen (kg.s'l)

Q02 : heat produced by the consumption of oxygen (J.kg'l )
svr : stoichiometric volumetric ratio

m co-) : speed of formation of carbon dioxide (kg.s~* )

A correction of the response time of the measurements of concentration and temperature during
acquisition is performed.

The latter two methods present the advantage of not being sensitive to loss of heat at the walls. On
the other hand, they require an accurate measurement of the oxygen and carbon dioxide rates and
suppose a perfect combustion, since the presence of any unburned agents would induce an
underestimated Heat of Combustion.

This test bench called is put into operation together with the PITCAIRN test bench (figure 8), an
electrical oven where cables up to 1 m can be pyrolysed in vertical position, into helium atmosphere
and under controlled radiative flux (up to 3 W/cm2). Continuous weighing of the specimen of the cable
during the test is with a decigram of accuracy.

In the association PITCAIRN oven with CALORIMETRE, a pipe with regulated temperature
brings the gases produced by the pyrolysis to a burner located in the combustion chamber of the
CALORIMETRE.

This new approach enables the separation and the control of the two major phenomena occurring
during a cable fire in dynamic operation : the thermal deterioration of the sheath and the combustion in
the gas phase of the products of pyrolysis[19]. These data (Figure 9) corroborate the variation of NHR
on time, due to the different mass loss rate of chemical components, expected from TGA.

From the type of correlation seen in (1), (2), the idea is now to approach the curves seen in figure 9
with a two or three chemical species model using partameters from short
PITCAIRN/CALORIMETRE test series data.

Real-scale experiments

To complete the experimental approach of cable combustion, it is necessary to study the effect of
the arrangement of cables in tray, and corroborate the correlations obtained previously on single cable.
This is done through real-scale testes at french laboratory Centre National de Protection et Prevention,
where the cables are burned and weighted in a furnace of 1.5*3*2 m3. The first testes realized in 1996
[20] have studied the comportment of horizontal cable trays in a hot atmosphere, in order to simulate a
secondary ignition in hot layer.

CONCLUSION

The two-zone model MAGIC, which has been operational for ten years, has been strengthened by
validations on a large selection of configurations. Today the assessment of the pyrolysis rate, that
remains the key word of the simulation, is more accurate. Moreover, the research program carried on
by EDF has now cleared a methodology for an efficient thermal approach of electrical cable
combustion. This work will strongly improve the predictability of this kind of models, until now based
on mass loss rate measured on real scale experiments. With command and lubricant fluids, which
combustion is fairly well simulated from previous works, electrical cable represents the main potential
fuel in Nuclear Power Plants safety studies.
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Figure 2 : Overview of MAGIC post-processing tool kit
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Figure 3: Comparison to 4 room test 21 from [8]
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Figure 8: The PITCAIRN + CALORIMETRE test bench
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Combustible

FIOUL Domestique

UNIVISJ13

DTE MEDIUM

DTE 24

SHC 120

Cable EPR-Hypalon

CGC-HN33-S-25

a b l e PVC Pirelli
255-319610

°cpl

(0 - 25nm)

70.44+ 0.211.T

45.49 + 0.194.T

13.21+0.158.T

8,75 + 0.154.T

74,27 + 0,158.T

-0,497+6,352.10'3T

+ 2,385.10"5T2

-1,304+17.336.10-'T

+ 1.194.I0'5T-

°cp2

(0 - 5|im)

215.36+ 0.126.T

175.87 +0,120.T

112,39 +0,104.T

103,75+ 0104.T

185,62+0,09.T

17,329 + 3.687. 10'3

+ 2,786.1O'5T2

15,952 +9.289. W'T

+ 1,327.1O'5T2

Table 1: Characteristics of mean specific extinction area for several oils and electrical cables
123]
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